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Fighting COVID-19 in Iran; Economic Challenges Ahead
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Less than two months after the detection and spread of 
COVID-19 in Wuhan, China, the disease has spread 
to other countries. As of March 9, more than 100,000 

people around the world have been infected with the disease 
and unfortunately, about 3800 people have died. However, 
this situation may continue for an indefinite period of time. 
In Iran, following the identification and announcement of 
the first cases of the disease on February 20, the status of 
becoming infected and dying from COVID-19 has been on 
the rise. In spite of all the efforts of various medical groups 
managed by the Ministry of Health of the Islamic Republic 
of Iran, during the last 19 days )until this writing(, we have 
witnessed nearly 6600 cases of infection and nearly 200 
deaths.1 

The Director General of the World Health Organization 
)WHO( emphasizes the need for a comprehensive global 
response to the disease and the need for more serious steps 
taken by all governments in addition to the health and 
medical sectors, including political and diplomatic sectors, 
finance, trade, transport and others. He also warns all 
countries that the WHO is concerned about the spread of 
the disease to countries with poor health systems and with 
more economic bottlenecks.2

The Islamic Republic of Iran, due to its serious and 
continuous struggle against this global problem, has taken 
the necessary measures to deal with this disease before and 
after its spread to Iran. Iran’s performance in mobilizing 
government facilities and community and civil society was 
considered a fair and rational approach as assessed by WHO 
representatives. They also stated that they were impressed by 
the knowledge and commitment of the Iranian medical staff.3 
Despite recent economic problems in Iran, according to the 
WHO report, Iran has performed well in implementing 
health programs nationwide, and may even serve as a model 
for other countries.4 The most important reasons for this 
success can be attributed to the efforts and endurance of the 
Iranian people and their high level of social capital.5-6 This is 
Iran’s strength in the fight against COVID-19.7

The way to fight COVOID-19 seems to be a tough one. 

In addition to the need for trust and solidarity, proper and 
sustainable economic resources and using them right use 
are needed. Given the limitations of available resources and 
the challenges ahead, managing these resources requires 
the administration’s diligence and effort to maximize the 
profitability of existing resources.

Given the vast scope of work, the need to pay attention to 
the experiences of other countries and to assist international 
organizations with global experience in this field, such as 
the WHO, seems reasonable. Of course, it seems that these 
conditions are well under way.

Throughout history, the Iranian people have always gone 
through difficult paths with endurance, and will likely win 
this new fight, as well.
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